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“I only needed an excuse to restore this Tri-ang Blue Pullman. All repainted and running like a dream. “ Mark. 



HUNTER MODEL AUTO CLUB – SECRETARY’S REPORT FOR JULY 2022 
 
Christmas in July Dinner Meeting: 
Unfortunately, our planned Christmas in July Dinner Meeting at Edgeworth Sport and Rec Club had to be cancelled 
as the caterer at the Club’s Restaurant advised at very short notice that it would be closed on the night. 
Thankfully Paul was able to book a table for us at the nearby Edgeworth Tavern and thus saved the night. 
Our numbers were down somewhat, mainly due the flooded roads in the Maitland and Raymond Terrace areas as 
only 13 members and wives were able to attend.  
The meals and the company were great and an enjoyable night was had by all who attended. 
As we were not at our normal venue we were unable to hold the “Real” model competition. However, we did 
conduct the “Virtual” model competition (see results below).  
 
Toy and Hobby Fair: 
The Fair was discussed briefly, being the last meeting before the Fair date of August 7.  
Tables - We have 23 paid up stallholder tables with the potential for 8 more tables to be sold which brings the total 
tables to 31. 
From what the Club has advised it is likely that there will be a shortfall of available tables. 
The following members have tables available should we require them – David (1), Andrew(1), Shane(1), Peter(2), 
Paul(2), Bill(3), Trevor(2) totalling 12. 
Motion: Moved Diane Kenchington  Seconded  Paul Campbell “That the Club purchase two (2) Fold up tables 
(approx. 1800mm X 760mm)”. Carried. 
Fair Advertising – Bill advised that the Club has four (4) calico banners that were used at previous Toy Fairs that he 
would amend to show the new venue. 
 
Model Competition: 
“Virtual” Model Competition: “Pre WW2 Vehicle” – Any scale, one (1) model only and ONE PHOTO ONLY.          
 
1st……Brian Blyth……………..Bentley………………………………………12 points 
2nd…. Bill Kenchington…….1939 Ford DeLuxe Coupe…………..10 points 
3rd….. Paul Campbell……….1931 Morris Arnott’s Van…………..9 points 
 
Next Meeting:   Tuesday 9 August at 7.00pm for 7.30pm at Edgeworth Sport and Rec Club.  
It will be a normal night with business to be conducted, and both model competitions to be conducted. 
                                                                                                                                
Next “Virtual” Model Category: “Amphibious Vehicle” – Any scale, one (1) model only and ONE PHOTO ONLY.  
Next “Normal” Model Category: “Yellow Vehicle” – Any scale and up to three (3) models.      
 
Meeting Closed: 9.00 pm.                                                                                                    Bill Kenchington – Secretary 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 
HMAC members would have received an email from Bill regarding Tony Hanna of ACE Models attending the Club’s 
Toy Fair on August 7th. He will bring down any models you wanted to order. [As per his email, notify Bill by the 3rd 
August.] The above pic is of one of my favourites in 1:43 scale by ACE models, Norm Beechey’s Chevy II Nova that he 
purchased directly from a Chevrolet dealer in America in 1966. It had a 327 cu ins V8 engine which was tuned up by 
Traco before Norm left the USA. The suspension was also set up for competition before he left for home. The Nova 
went on to win 36 races in Australia up to 1968 when he sold it off.   



Two proposed releases by Authentic Collectables in 1:18 scale diecast. 

 
Over the years, scale model collectors of our Aussie `Big Three’ automobiles have been very lucky with a wide range 
of our favourite local cars being produced in most of the popular scales. Trax have been an outstanding modeller of 
our favourites from the `Big Three’ auto companies in Australia and, in recent years, they have produced other 
makes that have graced our roads such as the 1960 Dodge Phoenix, Hillman Hunter and the little Ford Anglia 105E 
and 1963 Morris Major Elite, to name a few. As well, and in most scales, we have been blessed with a wonderful 
range of models that have been part of our local motor racing scene, especially the Bathurst 500 mile and 1000 km 
races, the Shell Touring Car Championship, the V8 Supercars and the current Supercars series. 
 
Some of us have an affinity to a particular brand, and some of us like to collect any of the Big Three products in both 
road going and motor racing guise. There has been an excellent range of 1:18 scale diecast releases of road going 
Holden sedans and GTS Coupes, Ford Falcon GT sedans and coupes and Chrysler Valiant Charger coupes from Biante 
and Classic Carlectables. The advantage of collecting in 1:18 scale for these favourite models is the brilliant detailing.  
 
My collection of 1:18 scale road going models is mainly Holden sedans which starts with the 48/215 or FX Holden, 
followed by the FE,  FC, EH, HR, Torana, Monaro GTS and so on. I have also accrued a large collection of Bathurst and 
V8 Supercar Holden models. I did have a fair range of Ford Falcon GT models, however, looking to the future, I have 
now given most of my Ford collection, both road going and the racing models, to a Nephew. (It’s an age thing.) 
 
There are some Holden models that I like but are missing because they haven’t been produced yet. Believe it or not, 
I would actually love to see both the EJ and the HD sedan modelled in 1:18 scale. I would also give my eye teeth to 
have some Holden Station Sedans in 1:18 scale sitting in my display cabinets. It may happen one day I suppose. 
 
There are two road-going Holden models that Authentic Collectables have announced as future releases in 1:18 scale 
diecast that I would call `must haves.’ In case you missed out on their relevant newsletters last year, the VE [2006] 
Commodore SS in both Ignition Metallic and Phantom Metallic colours were expected to be released in the first half 
of this year. Obviously there has been a delay here, but you should keep your eyes open for any notifications about 
its release. The other model is the VN Commodore SS in Atlas Grey and introduced in 1989. This model was also 
scheduled for release this year but as yet, doesn’t seem to have a release date. From the prototype photos of these 
1:18 scale models, it would be fair to say that both will be a `must have’ for Holden scale model collectors. Again, 
keep your eyes out for these models as they were real stars in the whole Commodore range. Terry. 
 

 

 



-- Mercedes Transporter -`The Fastest Racing Car Hauler in the World.’ --  

 
Single seater F1 `silver arrow’ W196R on the Mercedes-Benz transporter 

 

Pieter’s winning May model competition entry of the racing car transporters showed a model of the `Blue Wonder’ 
Mercedes race car transporter. It reminded me that in 2014, we ran a story on it in the Gearbox, so I decided to throw 
the article, slightly reworked, into the Gearbox again. 
 
Remember the story on the Mercedes-Benz 300SLR. In the article I mentioned the scale model of their Transporter 
which is quite collectable and it became known as the `Blue Wonder.’ At the time it was described as `the fastest 

transporter in the world’ as it was capable of exceeding 100mph (160kph) on public highways. In 1955, as well as the 
F1 W196, it also transported the two seater 300SLRs between race track and factory if it was a matter of urgency. 
This could have been for last minute modifications or minor crash damage and the car had to be readied for the next 
race. Normally, the Mercedes race cars would go in the usual manner, large Pantech style transporters. [See the 
recent HMAC Facebook postings for some pics that include the other Mercedes transporters. Ed] 
 

The transporter was a one-off effort and used a lengthened tubular frame chassis from the luxury 1954 Mercedes 
300S coupe. It had a cabin placed well forward of the chassis and was powered by a direct injection 3 Litre six 
cylinder engine from the 300 SL `Gullwing’ sports car. Many of the body parts such as the doors and some interior 
components came from other Mercedes models, mainly the 180 standard sedan. It was 6.7 metres long and nearly 2 
metres wide and it flew. 
 

 

http://www.carstyling.ru/en/entry/Mercedes_Benz_Blue_Wonder_racing_car_transporter_1954/images/4714/
http://www.carstyling.ru/en/entry/Mercedes_Benz_Blue_Wonder_racing_car_transporter_1954/images/4687/


Mercedes-Benz withdrew totally from motor racing after the 1955 season due in part to the LeMans tragedy. The 
only information I could find about the transporter after that, was that it was used as an exhibition vehicle in the 
USA and later for road tests duties, probably for the conveyance of test vehicles.  
 
It was scrapped in 1967. Later, Mercedes-Benz decided to build a replica and after seven years they unveiled a brand 
new carbon copy of the original transporter. The previous black and white pic and the next pic are of the original 
transporter. Check out the `air brake’ panel behind the seats of the two seater 300SLR. The coloured pics below are 
of the replica. TP. 
 

 

 

 
 
 

http://www.carstyling.ru/en/entry/Mercedes_Benz_Blue_Wonder_racing_car_transporter_1954/images/4715/
http://www.carstyling.ru/en/entry/Mercedes_Benz_Blue_Wonder_racing_car_transporter_1954/images/4696/


-Mark’s Princess Royal Type Locomotive- 
---- A tragic epilogue to Mark’s Pacific Class story ---- 

 
4-6-2 Princess Royal Class locomotive. 

 
Designed by William Stanier, the Princess Royal Class arrived in 1933 with No. 6200 `The Princess Royal.’ See next 
pic. A total of 13 were built between 1933 -35. Only 2 remain, `Princess Elizabeth’ and `Princess Margaret Rose.’  
Each locomotive was named after a Princess, and the official name for the class was chosen because Mary, Princess 
Royal, was the Commander-in-Chief of the Royal Scots. However, the locomotives were soon known to railway men 
as `Lizzies’ after the second example of the class was named after Princess Elizabeth who went on to become Queen 
Elizabeth II. 

 
`The Princess Royal’ No. 6200 in the livery of The London, Midland and Scottish Railway's (LMS)  

 
The Hornby Railways Collector Guide website has information on the Princess Royal Class and they stated that `the 
Princess Class was the first Pacific type locomotive built by the London Midland & Scottish Railway. Purpose designed 
to cope with the increasing traffic and loads associated with the prestigious “Royal Scot” London to Glasgow 
passenger service.’ So it would appear that the increase in size of new locomotives and a massive publicity drive to 
attract passengers to rail companies prestige cars for the runs to the North, led London, Midland and Scottish [LMS] 
to consider designing and building their own 4-6-2 Pacific class steam locomotive. Hence the Princess Royal Class. 
Prior to this, LMS had to rely on the smaller 4-6-0 Royal Scot and Patriot class locomotives and even the older 4-4-0 
class which had to be `double headed in order to haul their respective services.’  
 
The Princess Royal class locomotives were designed larger than the standard 4-6-2 due to the longer distances they 
were required to engage in as well as higher tonnage required by LMS. LMS had thirteen Princess Royal class steam 
locomotives built. The Hornby site stated that the first Princess Royal class that was withdrawn, had been severely 
damaged in the Harrow and Wealdstone disaster. [See following story.] It had recently been rebuilt and renamed 
as the Princess Anne. Between 1950 and 1952, the remainder of the Princess Royal class locomotives were also 
withdrawn from service. Two locomotives, 6201 or the `Princess Elizabeth’ [next pic of Mark’s model] and 6203, the 
`Princess Margaret Rose,’ have been preserved and are still used in their retirement today. 
 

 



The Harrow and Wealdstone disaster. In 1950 when its turbines needed replacing, BR [British Rail] rebuilt No 46202, 
Princess Anne. Only 4 months later the  locomotive was wrecked beyond repair in the Harrow-and-Wealdstone 
disaster of October 1952. A couple of things I have noticed with this rail disaster are very common problems found 
on rail safety the world over. Fog and late trains trying to make up time. 
 
The day starts with a local passenger train going from Tring to London Euston. This is a commuter train of 9 carriages 
and, unfortunately because of an earlier train being cancelled this morning, it has 800 passengers at Harrow and 
Wealdstone. It is switched from the slow line to the fast. This will put it in front of the Perth express train. 
The Perth to London express was running late by eighty minutes due to fog. A distant warning had indicated caution, 
the next two signals were set at danger, and the train should have stopped at the first danger signal. No one can say 
if the driver did not see them because of the fog or early morning sun glare, as both the driver and fireman of the 
Perth train were killed along with 112 more people. The Perth express ran into the back of the local commuter train 
still loading passengers at the station at a speed of 60mph (100kph). The express ploughed through the rear 3 
carriages of the local train and partly overturned. Within a minute the double headed northbound express from 
Euston ran into the wreckage laying across the down line at 60mph. It was 15 carriages long. These took out part of a 
foot bridge and came to rest across platforms and a local electric line. The only bit of good fortune was a quick 
thinking signalman cutting power to the line stopping a fourth electric train becoming involved in the accident. 
 
The aftermath of the Harrow and Wealdstone Rail disaster was that the introduction of the Automatic Warning 
System was speeded up. This is where an alarm sounds in the cab to warn a driver he is approaching a danger signal. 
By 1977 about a third of British Railways track had the system. The next pics are of the disaster scene. Mark Jenkins. 
 

 

 
 



.A very successful British Austin Seven, yet it wasn’t viable in America.  

I have written a few articles for the Gearbox newsletter taken from the book, `Anglo-American cars from the 1930’s 
to the 1970’s’ by Veloce. They were about British built autos being powered by an American engine and usually a V8. 
In the same book, I came across a story about the diminutive British Austin Seven being built under licence in 
America as it was thought to be a viable alternative to larger cars in the light of the stock market crash and the Great 
Depression. Veloce stated that `American …manufacturers equally appreciated fine British chassis and engine 
designs. Such was the success of the British Austin Seven that many companies applied for a licence to build their own 
versions.’ A classic example is in the United States, where the American Austin Car Company was established in 1929 
and commenced building the American Austin models under licence at Butler, Pennsylvania, in May 1930.  
 
Initially, the U.S. models were almost identical to the British Austin Seven mechanically, however they had a 
different body designed by Alexis de Sakhnoffsky who also designed bodies for Packard and other automakers of 
that era. The body, made by the Hayes Body Company in Detroit, was said to resemble the current Chevrolet of the 
time, but on a smaller scale. It was first made as a two door sedan, but appeared soon after in open roadster form. 
See next pic at left courtesy of Veloce. 
 

  
 
Hopes were high for this little car to be successful with the aim of producing 180,000 units a year, but sales were 
subdued to the point that the American Austin Car Company went into bankruptcy in mid-1934 with only 20,000 
vehicles having been produced. In 1935 a former American Austin salesman, Roy Evans, started up the American 
Bantam Car Company by refinancing the bankrupt American Austin firm, even though the original investors money 
was embezzled. By 1937 he had the company up and running in Butler, Pennsylvania and severed official ties with 
the British Austin company, though there did remain an informal relationship. The first of the new American 
Bantams hit the market in 1937 with a new body, again designed by de Sakhnoffsky, and with a modified engine. 
Besides the interior, some of the changes to the American Austin design were around the headlights and grille, 
bumper bars and skirts over the rear mudguard wheel openings. See above pic at right. The name `Bantam’ 
reflected on smaller breeds of poultry. 
 
The American Bantam was produced in various forms such as a sedan, club roadster, convertible, panel truck, station 
wagon and five-window coupe to name a few. Yet, with only 6,000 odd Bantams leaving the production line up till 
1941, the Bantam company still remained financially secure for some time through its WW2 Army `Jeep’ prototype, 
even though Ford and Willy secured the majority of that contract through their manufacturing size. Bantam did 
manufacture war materials and military trailers throughout the war years but never resumed car manufacturing.  
 
But what was so great about the little Austin Seven in the first place? Bill had an interesting article on the Aussie 
built Austin Seven in the June 2019 Gearbox. Check it out. 
 
The little Austin Seven was made from 1923 till 1939 with just over 290,000 models leaving the production line in 
many different versions. Motoring Historians say it was the car that put Britain on wheels and at the same time, 
saved the Austin Motor Company, so it was an important period in the timeline of British automaking history. The 
Seven was advertised as `Motoring at its lowest cost’ or `A penny a mile with four up covers the running costs’ and it 
certainly provided a bridge for British families to progress from motor cycle and sidecar to four-wheeled transport. 
 
Historically, the Austin Seven was a by-product of Austin’s involvement in WWI. Austin had turned out cars at their 
Longbridge, England, factory since 1905 and became a Public Company in 1914, but WW1 quickly changed 
everything as the Austin factory was turned into munitions production and was forced to expand rapidly.  



When the conflict ended in 1918, the Austin company was forced to return to auto making, but it now had a large 
workforce to consider. The company returned to their pre-war car building, but their large vehicles were no longer in 
demand and, in reality, there was not sufficient manufacturing needs for the large Longbridge factory and the Austin 
Company was forced into administration in 1920. However, Austin’s owner, Herbert Austin, appeared to be able to 
see into the future as he felt there was a need for a small car which could be produced and sold at an `economical’ 
price. At the same time, Britain was introducing a `horse-power’ tax which, believe it or not, was determined by the 
total area of its piston crowns. The directors at Austin didn’t quite see it this way and they wanted to continue 
making the large Austin cars, so Herbert Austin went off on his own and with help from Stanley Edge, a draughtman, 
came up with the design for the Austin Seven.  
 

 
A couple of various models of the Austin Seven spotted in England. 

 
The idea of using a motorbike style engine, Austin’s first suggestion, was challenged by Edge who felt a small four 
cylinder engine could be produced to keep under the horsepower tax rating and a 696cc side valve engine was 
developed. Their engine had an iron block with a detachable head and an alloy crankcase and produced 7.2 bhp 
[5.3kw] driven through a three-speed manual gearbox. The chassis was a simple `A shape’ with a solid transverse 
front axle with semi-elliptic springs at the rear and braking was by way of rear braking through a foot pedal and front 
braking by way of a separate handbrake. 
 
No wonder it was such a small auto when released in March 1923 as it was only 9ft 3ins [2.87metres] long and 4ft 
2ins [1.27m] wide and it sat on a 6ft 3ins [1.9m] wheelbase. The open four seater models weighed 8.5cwt or 430kgs, 
though the later model two-seater weighed in at only 360kg. As a lightweight auto with a 696cc engine, it had a top 
speed of 50mph or 80kph. Over time many other styles were introduced including the first closed sedan model in 
1926. Some versions included a three-window and a five-window coupe, panel trucks and vans, pickup trucks, and a 
four-seater long wheelbase version.   
 
There would be many updates, the first of note being an increase in engine size to 747cc soon after release. 
Interestingly, the brakes were not changed to foot pedal operation on all four wheels till 1930. In 1931 the 
wheelbase was lengthened by 6 inches and the track widened slightly and in 1932 the gearbox became a four speed 
unit. From 1934, the Austin Seven models were given a `jewel’ name such as the four-seater sedan `Ruby.’ 
 

 



The previous pics show two more variations of the Austin Seven spotted at car shows in England. The pic on the 
right reminds me of one surprising fact about the Austin Seven and that was its great motor sports pedigree.  
 
In that era, the Seven was quite suitable for modification to special sports bodied vehicles. Many Sevens had their 
engines tuned up or contained factory produced supercharged engines and had started to enjoy car racing success. 
This led to a factory produced competition model called an `Ulster’ in honour of its success in the famous Northern 
Ireland road-racing event. These models were made from 1930 till 1932 and were lowered with competition 
suspension and had a choice of either a tuned up standard aspirated engine or a supercharged version. Though only 
168 factory `Ulster’ models left Austin’s Longbridge factory, many road-going versions were turned out by the 
factory and replica `Ulster’ models continued to be produced privately for many years. 
 
As an example of their motor sport success, I found a September 1925 Austin Seven brochure with advertising saying 
that `The Seven enables two adults with two or three small children to undertake long journeys in comfort.’ However, 
more importantly, it stated that up to early September that year, it had received 258 motoring awards since its 
introduction and for the 1925 year to date, had won 32 first place or gold awards in various reliability trials. That 
year, an Austin Seven won the prestigious Barcelona trial as well as other events in Spain and, in Australia, won a 
reliability trial in Penrith NSW. They had also achieved around 40 second or third placings. 
 
A 1929 brochure had specifications for the 747cc engine indicating 7.8 bhp [5.9kw] in power and a top speed of 
55mph or 88.5kph, just a tad better than the original 696cc engine. These models came with a four gallon fuel tank 
and wire wheels shod with Dunlop tyres and a base model price of ninety four Pounds and ten shillings. Both the 
Austin `Seven Fabric’ saloon [A sedan fitted with a fabric roof top] and the `Coupe’ were priced at one hundred and 
forty Pounds.  
 
And so the Austin Seven continued to be updated and improved up till 1939 when production ended with around 
290,000 various iterations of the little vehicle having left the Longbridge factory.  
 
The Austin Seven has been modelled over the years by many British companies in various guises from the open 
tourer to the sedan and panel vans. The next two pics are a couple of Oxford 1:43 scale diecast models of the Austin 
Seven. They have produced many versions as well as some models in 1:76 scale. The final two pics are of another I 
spotted in a car park in England, a nice Panel Van model. Terry. 
 

 

 
 



A LITTLE SNIPPET - WHERE DID ALL THE WW2  JEEPS END UP POST WAR ? 

 
Many years ago, we visited Port Vila in Vanuatu and on one of the days we visited nearby Lelepa Island for a great  
days snorkelling. Interestingly, later in the afternoon when we visited the main village, I ascertained that some of the 
equipment still being used by the locals, especially aluminium cooking utensils, came from the ocean. They even had 
a large sharpening wheel mounted on a heavy stand nearby that had been recovered from the sea. Apparently the 
Island was part of the U.S. military presence in Vanuatu which was used as a base for attacks on the Japanese.  
 
At War’s end, as happened in many former U.S. Military occupied Pacific localities, most of the massive accumulation 
of U.S. war equipment was dumped into the ocean. Many may have found it surprising that this is what happened to 
many millions of dollars’ worth of Armed Forces equipment. However, the U.S. Government Department responsible 
had obviously reasoned that this action was required as the logistics and the costs of packing up and transporting 
this equipment back to the U.S. would have been exorbitant compared to an immediate disposal into the Pacific 
Ocean. So, besides ammunition and arms, there was a large quantity of vehicles, especially Jeeps and light trucks 
also dumped into the ocean with other general military lifestyle goods.  
 
Over the years, the Islanders have spent plenty of time diving into the surrounding water to salvage many of the 
discarded items for their own use. They also sell plenty of empty Coca Cola glass bottles dumped in their thousands 
into the sea by the U.S. troops. I noticed that each coke bottle showed a year of manufacture and most of the bottles 
were embossed with the manufacturing years of 1942 to 1945. And yes, I purchased a couple.  
 
Of note however is the fact that at the end of WW2 in the former European theatre, massive quantities of military 
equipment was stored or abandoned on land and later ended up in civilian hands. This fact came out in a recent 
article I read in Hemmings about thousands of Jeeps being used, not only in Europe as the foundation to build badly 
needed transportation machines or industrial equipment, but also in South East Asia. Apparently, many Jeeps arrived 
in the Philippines from Europe even though the U.S. Military had plenty of them on hand after re-taking the Island 
from Japanese hands, even if they were left mostly unserviceable. These Jeeps can still be seen today running the 
tourists around and are known as `Jeepneys’ and there are still supposed to be around 200,000 on the Islands.  
 
The odd thing though is that even though the Military had considered the Jeep a crucial piece of war equipment, 
they were a piece of war equipment also intended to be disposed of at the end of their wartime use. I read that the 
Military’s instruction manual set out various ways of destroying the Jeep to prevent it ending up in enemy hands or if 
it was in a position where it could not have been repaired promptly. You could say that the user’s manual was quite 
unique in that it actually gave instructions on how to destroy the Jeep.  
 
When you consider that around 650,000 Jeeps were produced for use in WW2, and a large percentage remained 
behind in Europe, it is no surprise that within a short period of time an industry developed in Europe specifically 
creating `coachbuilt’ bodies for the Jeeps. In 1946 in fact, the U.S. Military officially handed over 20,000 Jeeps to the 
French Government. Over time, civilian coachbuilders in France built up an industry based on producing station 
wagon style bodies on jeeps or in some cases, producing bodies as kits to be installed on Jeeps through outsourcing 
to private mechanics. These kits were mainly station wagon and pickup bodies. 
 
In Great Britain, the same situation arose with the Metamet company modifying the Jeep body to have total 
protection from the wind and rain. They also lengthened the chassis by nearly twenty inches or fifty cms and re-
structured the Jeep into either a light truck or van as well as a station wagon. There were many British coachbuilders 
involved in converting war surplus Jeeps into a more useable set of wheels. Another company, John Burleigh Autos, 
also stretched the Jeep chassis in order to produce station wagons and Willenhall Coachcraft converted the Jeeps 
into lorries, including ice cream vans as well as station wagons for use on farming estates by wealthy owners.  
 
Not only in Britain, but throughout Europe generally, the Jeep was used post WW2 in many Countries for specific 
vehicle types. Austria converted the Jeep for fire-fighting purposes and in Switzerland, one company, Beutler, 
produced Jeep based light buses. In Italy, the coach builder Orlandi produced a semi-trailer type bus with a capacity 
for carrying around twenty passengers. 
 
Over time, the availability of surplus Jeeps diminished and coachbuilding companies started to use other chassis 
types as they became available. Today, it is rare to find an existing converted Jeep type except perhaps in the 
Philippines. Terry.  



-The Corgi Abingdon set-  

 

 
 
Back in April, Brian B posted photos that included the `Abingdon’ set by Corgi. See the lead-in pics. It consisted of a 
Morris `J’ Van in the livery of the BMC Competition Department, and two MGA’s in competition/rally livery and all 
part of the BMC, and later, British Leyland’s race and rally teams based at Abingdon in England.  
 
For nearly twenty-five years from its inception in 1955, and under the `Competitions Department’, BMC and British 
Leyland enjoyed a large commitment to motor sport, especially in the field of rallying. Though there were many ups 
and downs along the way, with plenty of political conflict within motorsport teams in this era, BMC’s competition 
genre was seen as a way of not only being able to continually improve its products, but also keeping the Companies 
product flag flying familiarly in the public eye. Motoring historians have said that it was probably amongst the most 
successful motor sport teams Britain has ever produced. Remember that the Mini Cooper S won the Monte Carlo 
Rally in 1964, 1965 and again in 1967 as well as numerous British and European Rally and touring car championships. 
 
Corgi stated the following on the information card that came with the set: `The BMC Competitions Department was 
established in the MG factory at Abingdon in January 1955, with Marcus Chambers as its first manager. At the time, 
the company did not have many models which were suitable for racing or rallying, but this would soon change with 
the introduction of the MGA. This model made its debut in the 1955 Le Mans race.’ 
 
The information card went on to tell of the exploits of both the MGA’s as modelled with the red No 38 MGA being 
Nancy Mitchells car that she ran in the Mille Miglia and other European rallies. She ended up taking out the 1956 
European Ladies Rally championship. The white No 324 livered MGA was driven by the Captain of the BMC rally 
team, John Gott, who also happened to be the Chief Constable of Northamptonshire. 
 
The Morris-Commercial `J’ Van is described by Corgi as a popular workhorse of the 1950’s where it was often used as 
a service van by the motor trade. In this case, it is modelled in the livery of the BMC Competitions Department.  
 

 



One might look at an MGA and ask why you would rally it. However, my research turned up some interesting 
information especially the fact that back then, standard sports cars like the MG and Triumph roadsters were more 
competitive than the family sedans. Also in this era, competitors would easily be involved in around 50 to 60 rallies a 
year with most being held on weekends and at usually at night. Sometimes, participants could start in a rally on 
Friday night and back up for a Sunday afternoon rally. Most rallying `special stages’ were conducted on Public roads 
at night as it was believed to be safer and took place between 10pm and 6am next day. 
 
As we know, the BMC Competition teams also used Austin Healey autos, especially the 3000 which made an 
excellent rally car earning many class wins before the BMC Competition team moved into the new Minis around 
1965. 
 
In the August 2015 Gearbox, we ran an article on BMC’s five ton chassis that was used to make around twenty 
mobile service school vehicles all up, and stated that, `The BMC organisation, as with most auto manufacturers, set 
up in-service training schools within their manufacturing plants and some distribution complexes. It was here that 
they trained up their service staff in either advanced or short courses as required operationally for the release of new 
models or advanced technology updates. It wasn’t always practical for the dealers to give each mechanic in their 
employ time to attend these courses, especially for the smaller dealerships in some far away locations.’ These units 
were designed for BMC by Pinin Farina in Italy and built by Marshall's of Cambridge with all-aluminium coachwork 
and were equipped to a very high specification. 
 
In 1966 the BMC Competitions Department procured one of the later produced, and slightly longer units and had the 
body extended further with the rear door modified to act as a ramp in order to carry two motorsports Minis within 
the lorry. The body was repainted from the traditional BMC blue previously used on these special vehicles to red and 
white and had the `BMC Competitions Department’ livery added. The next pic shows it as restored for auction in 
2018 where it raised A$ 110,000 at Bonhams in England. Pic courtesy of Bonhams Auctions. 
 

 
 

Of interest to the collector, Oxford have produced three of these BMC units, well detailed in 1:76 scale, and with the 
final model being the red and white Competitions Unit with two Mini Cooper `S’ rally cars. See Next pic. They are still 
available on Ebay and are great value even with the Rally set being slightly more expensive. Terry. 
 

 



-Peugeot T4B pickup - Another auto from Argentina- 

 
 
My latest purchase, featured in the lead-in pic, is a 1967 Peugeot T4B pickup in 1:43 scale diecast and part of the 
`Argentina collection’ of model cars. Like most of these Argentinian models, it is claimed to be by Altaya and comes 
in a blister pack which I understand was originally designed for attachment to magazines. Strangely, some Ebay 
sellers advertise the models in this collection as being produced by IXO.  
 
I have mentioned some of the Argentinian models I have purchased in previous articles in the Gearbox such as the 
IKA Torino and Ford Falcon Ghia. Interestingly, when trying to research this model, I found a review on the model 
and was able to have it translated from Spanish thanks to Google. I noted that it stated the grille featured on this 
model was actually introduced to the Argentinian T4B in 1969. So perhaps it should be a `1969 T4B’ model.  
 
The Peugeot T4B pickup was launched in 1967 by the Franco-Argentina Automobile Company, [S.A.F.R.A.R.] and was 
based on the Peugeot 403 model which had been discontinued in 1965. SAFRAR was formed in the early 1960’s 
taking over the former Peugeot 403 importer, IAFA. The T4B was manufactured in Argentina from late 1967 till 1973 
with almost 16,000 units being turned out with many being exported to Asia and Africa. SAFRAR would merge with 
Argentine Fiat in 1980 to form SEVEL Argentina. 
 
Peugeot had already produced a pickup version of the 403 in France, however, the T4B manufactured in Argentina, 
was a locally developed pickup with many differences to the French product and so they decided not to use the 
model name `403 Pickup’ for that reason. Though the underpinnings of the pickup were all 403, the T4B had a 
different grille and simpler bumper bars and trim items. It had conventional Peugeot independent front suspension 
and a rigid rear axle with leaf spring suspension and had an 850kg load carrying capacity and a top speed of 130 kph. 
A twin-cab model was also produced as well as a purpose built ambulances and cargo carrying vans.  
  
Pickups made in Argentina were already outdated compared to the current Peugeot sedan models sold in Argentina 
and which were aimed at the high end of the market. So later, the next series of pickups were based on the 
superseded 404 design when the Peugeot 504 models were the latest sedans being produced in Argentina.  
 

  
Above left – The real thing circa 1967. At right is a rear view of the Altaya model. 

 
According to the review, this T4B `represents a unit that provided services for a Peugeot dealership in the Federal 
Capital.’ Hence the nice livery and excellently detailed boxes in the cargo section. Another interesting model. Terry. 


